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Abstract Thermal leptogenesis is a mechanism that explains
the observed asymmetry between matter and antimatter in the
early universe. In this study, we review the impact of nonex-
tensive Tsallis statistical mechanics on the early universe and
study its effect on thermal leptogenesis. The study has found
that the use of nonextensive statistical mechanics can affect
the production of baryon asymmetry in thermal leptogenesis
by modifying the equilibrium abundance of particles, decay,
and washout parameters. Also, we show that nonextensive
statistical mechanics potentially reduce the required right-
handed neutrino mass scale.

1 Introduction

Observations suggest that there is an imbalance between the
number of baryons (protons and neutrons) and antibaryons
(antiprotons and antineutrons) in the universe. All the visible
structures in the universe, such as stars, galaxies, and clusters,
are made up of matter (baryons and electrons), and there is
little to no antimatter (antibaryons and positrons) present.
The baryon asymmetry of the universe is defined as

Y obs
B ≡ nB − nB

s

∣
∣
∣
∣
0

= (8.73 ± 0.35) × 10−11, (1)

where nB , nB , and s are the number densities of baryons,
antibaryons, and entropy, respectively, and the subscript 0
denotes the present time. The amount of baryon asymme-
try has been determined through Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
(BBN), Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), and Large
Scale Structure (LSS) observations at a confidence level 95%
[1].

If we consider universe was produced initially without
baryon asymmetry or the initial baryon asymmetry was
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washed by inflation, the observed baryon asymmetry must
have been dynamically generated. This process is called
baryogenesis and it hinges on three essential components
outlined by Sakharov in Ref. [2]: violation of baryon number
conservation, C and CP violation, and the presence of out-of-
equilibrium dynamics. Notably, all these elements exist in the
Standard Model (SM). However, it is important to note that
within the SM framework, there is no mechanism capable
of producing a sufficiently significant baryon asymmetry in
[3,4]. Consequently, baryogenesis necessitates Beyond the
Standard Model (BSM) physics, such as introducing new
sources of out-of-equilibrium CP violation.

One of the possible BSM mechanisms for baryogenesis is
thermal leptogenesis which was proposed by Fukugita and
Yanagida in Ref. [5]. New particles, right-handed neutrinos
(RHNs), are introduced through the seesaw mechanism [6–
10]. Their complex Yukawa couplings provide the new nec-
essary source of CP violation. The drawback of thermal lep-
togenesis is the huge lower bound on RHN masses [11]. This
bound could conflict with supersymmetric models because of
the overproduction of gravitino [12–16]. The existence of this
lower bound presents a significant phenomenological chal-
lenge, as the energy scale in question is currently beyond the
reach of experimental exploration. However, modern devel-
opments in thermal leptogenesis aim to address these issues.
A subset of these efforts involves the utilization of nonstan-
dard cosmologies, such as those discussed in Refs. [17–20].

In this study, we focus on employing a nonstandard
cosmology development approach by modifying statistical
mechanics. Recent research has demonstrated that conven-
tional statistical mechanics is not universally applicable, as
the statistical distribution of some systems has power-law
tails instead of the usual exponential. In 1988, Tsallis intro-
duced a generalized framework known as nonextensive sta-
tistical mechanics [21,22]. The deviation from standard sta-
tistical mechanics, encoded in the Tsallis parameter q, is
recovered when q = 1. Currently, it is not clear what causes
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power-law tails. However, in certain instances, the index q
can be determined analytically based on microscopic quan-
tities, as well as other indices whose comprehensive list is
detailed in Refs. [23]. Especially, it is widely recognized that
high energy effects, including strong interactions and micro-
scopic fluctuations, can exhibit power-law tails behaviors in
statistical distributions [24–29]. Consequently, it has been
proposed that the early universe might also exhibit similar
power-law tails behaviors. However, this paper explores the
effects of nonextensive statistical mechanics in the early uni-
verse without delving into its origins. Recently, the nonexten-
sive cosmology has been employed to describe BBN [30,31]
and dark matter production [32].1

We propose a new method for studying thermal leptogen-
esis that considers nonextensive Tsallis statistical mechanics
in the description of particle distributions. Our considered
thermal leptogenesis model has three RHNs while for sim-
plicity only the lightest one can decay. This affects the equi-
librium abundance of particles and the Hubble expansion
rate, resulting in modified decay and washout parameters
involved in thermal leptogenesis. Our results indicate that,
depending on whether q > 1 or q < 1, thermal leptogenesis
in a nonextensive universe can generate less or more asym-
metry than the standard. Furthermore, we note that greater
production of asymmetry implies a reduction in the RHN
mass scale.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Sect. 2, we briefly introduce nonextensive Tsallis statistics
mechanics and review its effects on cosmology. In Sect. 3,
we provide a detailed review of thermal leptogenesis and
impose the nonextensivity effect on it. In Sect. 4, we intro-
duce the free parameters of the model and extract our results
by numerically solving the Boltzmann equations. Finally, in
Sect. 5, we present discussions and conclusions.

2 Nonextensive cosmology

Before we describe the effects of nonextensive Tsallis sta-
tistical mechanics on cosmology, we describe the neces-
sary ingredients in the Tsallis framework. The q-exponential
function of x is defined as [23]

exq ≡ [1 + (1 − q) x]1/(1−q) , (2)

where in the limit q → 1, exq → ex .
By generalized definition of entropy, the generalized dis-

tribution function is parameterized by a real number q ∈
1 The exploration of nonextensive cosmology through considering the
entropic origin of gravity and the modification of gravity by altering
statistical mechanics is another area of study [33]. This approach to
nonextensive cosmology has also been applied in the early universe, for
instance, to describe the BBN [34].

[0, 2] known as Tsallis parameter [23]

f q = 1

e(E−μ)/T
q + ξ

, (3)

where T , μ, and E denote the temperature, chemical poten-
tial, and energy, respectively. In addition, ξ is equal to
0,−1 or 1 for a Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB), Bose-Einstein
(BE), and Fermi-Dirac (FD) gas. In this way, forq > 1, distri-
bution has a fat tails while for q < 1, it has sharp cutoff tails.
We define exq ≡ 0 in two cases: (i) q < 1 and x < 1/(q − 1)

and (ii) q > 1 and x ≥ 1/(q − 1), respectively, which are
interpreted as cutoff distribution functions at high energies
E ≥ μ − T/(q − 1) and low energies E ≤ μ − T/(q − 1).

It is important to note that since properties of particles are
different from each other and evolutionary over time, q for
each particle can be different and evolve. However, in this
study, we choose the simplest one in which q is equal for all
particles and fixed.

In this way, although the Einstein equations are considered
fundamental and the Friedmann equations are not modified,
when the particle distributions are altered, the energy density
of matter which is proportional to the integral of the distri-
bution function, is also changed. Consequently, the Hubble
expansion rate must be revised. Thus, as we work in the
early universe, in the radiation-dominated phase, the modi-
fied Hubble expansion rate in nonextensive cosmology given
by [35]

Hq = 1.66

MPl
(gq� )1/2T 2, (4)

where MPl = 1.22 × 1019 is Planck mass and gq� is the
effective degree of freedom for energy density, as we work
before the electroweak phase transition for massless particles
is given by [32]

gq� =
[

15

π4

∫ ∞

0
dγ γ 3 (

eγ
q − 1

)−q
]

∑

b

gb

+
[

15

π4

∫ ∞

0
dγ γ 3 (

eγ
q + 1

)−q
]

∑

f

g f , (5)

Accoriding to gq� , for q < 1 opposite of q > 1, Hubble
rate could decreased. Thus, this modification makes the time
for the reactions to reach thermal equilibrium earlier and one
can expect this could affect leptogenesis. If the decay of RHN
reaches equilibrium earlier, CP violation can increase.

Moreover, like energy density modification because of
altered particle distributions, entropy density is changed too.
One can calculate the modified entropy density in nonex-
tensive cosmology during the radiation-dominated phase as
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[35]

sq = 2π2

45
gq�,sT

3, (6)

where gq�,s , the entropy density degrees of freedom, which
for massless particles is [32]

gq�,s =
[

45

4π4

∫ ∞

1
dγ

(

4

3
γ 3 +

√

γ 2 − 1

3

)

(

eγ
q − 1

)−q

]
∑

b

gb

+
[

45

4π4

∫ ∞

1
dγ

(

4

3
γ 3 +

√

γ 2 − 1

3

)

(

eγ
q + 1

)−q

]
∑

f

g f .

(7)

Note that gb and g f are the boson and fermion degrees
of freedom at a specific temperature, respectively. As during
the radiation-dominated period, all particles are relativistic,
∑

f g f = 90 and
∑

b gb = 28 [36].

3 Modified thermal leptogenesis

Thermal leptogenesis is based on the concept of introduc-
ing RHNs, which interact with standard model particles via
the Yukawa interactions and gravity. Similar to other stan-
dard model particles, these heavy sterile particles can be cre-
ated through thermal mechanisms in the early universe. They
can violate CP in their out-of-equilibrium decay through the
Yukawa channel if the Yukawa couplings are complex, shown
as soon as later in Eq. (12). This new source of CP violations
leads to asymmetry. This asymmetry is communicated from
singlet neutrinos to ordinary leptons through their Yukawa
couplings. The lepton asymmetry is then reprocessed into
baryon asymmetry by the electroweak sphalerons.

Here, we consider a simple model in which three RHNs
exist to solve the small mass of three active neutrinos through
the seesaw mechanism while for simplicity just the lightest
of them, N1, can decay through the Yukawa interaction.2 The
reactions involving N1 can be described as

N1 � φ̄l, (8)

N1 � φl̄. (9)

To quantify this scenario, one can first calculate the tree-
level decay rates by definition of � ≡ �(N1 → φl̄), and

2 We need at least two RHNs as we are sure that at least two active
neutrinos are massive and it is necessary to violate CP in loop correc-
tions of RHN decay via Yukawa interaction which will be revealed in
Eq. (12). It may be discovered in the future that the third active neutrino
is massive, so we considered three RHNs.

�1 ≡ �(N1 → φ̄l) [37]

�1 = �1 = M1

16π
(yy†)11, (10)

where M1 is the mass of N1 and y is the Yukawa coupling
matrix. Note that the rates of these decays were lower than
the Hubble rate at high temperatures.

When the temperature is lower than the mass of the lightest
RHN, M1, the reactions described in Eqs. (8) and (9) proceed
only in one direction, from left to right. If the rates of these
decay reactions are not equal, CP violation occurs. We can
then proceed to introduce a CP violation parameter that is
adjusted to the total decay rate, which can be expressed as
[37]

ε1 ≡ �1 − �1

�1 + �1
. (11)

The CP violation parameter is nonzero only if the loop
corrections are taken into account,

ε1 =
∑

k �=1

1

8π

	 (

yy†
)2

1k
(

yy†
)

11

[

f

(

M2
k

M2
1

)

+ M1Mk

M2
1 − M2

k

]

, (12)

which in that

f (x) = √
x

[

1 − (1 + x) ln

(
1 + x

x

)]

. (13)

According to Eq. (12), one can see that, it is necessary to
have at least two RHNs for nonzero CP violation parameter.
Note that CP violation can increase if other RHNs decay in
the Yukawa interaction.

The dynamics of the lepton asymmetry and the number
density of RHN during their evolution is a non-equilibrium
process that can be mathematically described using the Boltz-
mann equations in the Friedmann–Lemaitre–Robertson–
Walker (FLRW) universe. Note that the main form of the
Boltzmann equations is unchanged during the modification
of statistical mechanics, as in Ref. [35] mentioned. So one
can obtain [37,38]

dYq
N1

dz
= −Dq

1

(

Yq
N1

− Y eq,q
N1

)

, (14)

dYq
B−L

dz
= −ε1D

q
1

(

Yq
N1

− Y eq,q
N1

)

− Wq
1 Y

q
B−L , (15)

where z ≡ M1/T is dimensionless parameter,Yq
N1

≡ nqN1
/sq

is normalized RHN number density, and Yq
B−L = (nql −

nql )/s
q is lepton asymmetry. In the above equations, Y eq,q

N1
is

the equilibrium value of the number density of RHN, Dq
1 is

the decay parameter and Wq
1 is the washout parameter. The
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decay parameter refers to the reaction of Eqs. (8) and (9)
proceeding from left to right, leading to the decay of RHN
and producing of lepton and lepton asymmetry if ε1 nonzero,
while the washout parameter is the opposite. These will be
derived and discussed in more detail later.

3.1 Equilibrium amount of particles

One can find the equilibrium number density of χ particle
given by [39]

neq,q
χ = gχ

∫
d3 p

(2π)3 f eq,q
χ , (16)

where gχ is the degree of freedom of χ particle at a spe-
cific temperature and the modified nonextensive distribu-
tion function in Eq. (3) with μ = 0 was used for f eq,q

χ .
Moreover, the equilibrium number density is converted to
Y eq,q

χ = neq,q
χ /sq , where sq is given by Eq. (6). So, one can

obtain,

Y eq,q
χ = 45

4π4

gχ

gq�,s

z3

M3
1

∫ ∞

0
dp p2

[

e
(
Eχ z
M1

)

q + ξχ

]−1

. (17)

To obtain Y eq,q
N1

we must simply substitute gN1 = 2 and
ξN1 = 0 as N1 follows the MB distribution function because
it has a huge mass and the density is small enough that quan-
tum corrections are negligible. Similarly, to obtain Y eq,q

l we
must substitute gl = 2 and ξl = 1 because l follows the FD
distribution function. In Figs. 1 and 2 we ploted Y eq,q

N1
and

Y eq,q
l . As shown in figures, Y eq,q

l and Y eq,q
N1

, for small values
of z, are larger than the standard values for q < 1, despite
the cases q > 1. Furthermore, by evolving while passing z,
Y eq,q
l becomes constant at high temperatures, whereas Y eq,q

N1
starts to decrease. As the value of q increased, the rate of
decrease for Y eq,q

N1
was found to accelerate. As a result, even

though the value of Y eq,q
N1

for q < 1 was initially greater than
that for q > 1, this trend reverses as the value of z increases.

3.2 Decay parameter

The decay parameter in the Boltzmann equations is defined
by the expression [38]

Dq
1 ≡ 2

Hqz
〈�1〉, (18)

where 〈. . . 〉 denotes the thermal average. We write the ther-
mal average of the decay rate which is obtained in Eq. (10)
as

〈�1〉 = 〈�1〉 = 〈 M1

EN1

〉 M1

16π
(yy†)11. (19)

Fig. 1 The equilibrium abundance of l for some q values with M1 =
1011 GeV

Fig. 2 The equilibrium abundance of N1 for some q values with M1 =
1011 GeV

Now one can calculate the thermal average of 1/EN1 with
MB distribution of N1. So, the Eq. (18), can be written as

Dq
1 = 2

Hqz

∫ ∞
0

dp p2

E e
−(

EN1
z

M1
)

q

∫ ∞
0 dp p2e

−(
EN1

z

M1
)

q

M2
1

16π
(yy†)11. (20)

where the Eq. (4) can be substituted for the Hubble rate. It is
clear, in this way, decay parameter must be a function of q.

At first, the Hubble rate is larger than the RHN decay
rate, the decay of RHN is negligible because it is out-of-
equilibrium. However, by expanding the universe, the Hubble
parameter decreases more quickly than the RHN decay rate
and this reaction becomes increasingly effective and eventu-
ally attains thermal equilibrium. According to Eq. (20) we
plot the decay parameter for some q values in Fig. 3. As one
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Fig. 3 The decay parameters for some q values with M1 = 1011 GeV

can see, when q < 1, the decay parameter increases sooner
than when q > 1. This implies that the generation of asym-
metry for cases q > 1 occurs later than in the standard case,
unlike in q < 1. However, because we work at very high
temperatures, this does not affect the asymmetry near the
electroweak phase transition.

3.3 Washout parameter

In Boltzmann equations, the washout parameter, W1, is
defined by the expression [38]

Wq
1 ≡ 1

2

Y eq,q
N1

Y eq,q
l

Dq
1 , (21)

where Y eq,q
N1

and Y eq,q
l are described in Sect. 3.1 and Dq

1
is explained in Sect. 3.2. As previously shown the decay
parameter and equilibrium amount of N1 are as functions of
z, so the washout parameter also must be as a function of z.

The reactions of Eqs. (8) and (9) cannot occur from right
to left till the decay of RHN can produce a few lepton. Also,
after a certain temperature, it cannot occur as there is not suf-
ficient energy to produce a huge massive RHN. We can plot
the washout parameters for certain values of q. As depicted
in Fig. 4, for values of q > 1, the washout parameter attains
its maximum at large z values, in contrast to the situation for
q < 1. This behavior is expected due to the multiplication
of the decay parameter curve by the equilibrium abundance
of N1 curve which are shown in Figs. 3 and 2. This has
a significant impact on the produced asymmetry, as when
the maximum washout parameter arises at small z values,
where RHN is not sufficiently produced, and consequently,
CP violation is limited, the entire generated asymmetry will
be erased. Thus, we can infer that for q < 1 values, there will

Fig. 4 The washout parameters for some q values with M1 =
1011 GeV

be more CP violations and a substantial amount of asymme-
try. Additionally, since the washout parameter has a division
in the equilibrium abundance of l, according to Fig. 1, as
it decreases for q > 1, the maximum values of the washout
parameter increased, which serves to diminish the production
of asymmetry by enhancing the washout effect.

3.4 Relation between B − L asymmetry and baryon
asymmetry

Finally, the generated Yq
B−L can be converted to baryon

asymmetry Yq
B through electroweak sphaleron processes. In

the expanding universe reactions characterized by higher
rates reach equilibrium more quickly. Indeed, at the elec-
troweak phase transition, sphaleron processes and all chi-
rality flip processes are in equilibrium. So, upon taking into
account the mentioned equilibrium conditions and the hyper-
charge neutrality condition according to the neutrality of the
universe, baryon asymmetry near the electroweak phase tran-
sition obtained as [40]

μB = 28

79
μB−L . (22)

Note that chemical potentials are not modified in nonexten-
sive Tsallis statistical mechanics, as chemical equilibrium
is a classical thermodynamics concept and does not depend
on the statistical mechanics framework used to describe the
system.

Now, we want to determine the relation between the chem-
ical potential and the generated asymmetry. For this purpose,
we must note that in the early universe, as explained by stan-
dard statistical mechanics, μ

T  p
T . Since this inequality is

valid for q = 1, its expansion centered on q = 1 will certainly
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Table 1 Free parameters of the theory: m is the lightest active neutrino mass, Mi are RHNs masses, xi and yi are parameters of the R orthogonal
complex matrix

m/GeV M1/GeV M2/GeV M3/GeV x1/
◦ y1/

◦ x2/
◦ y2/

◦ x3/
◦ y3/

◦

10−11 1011 1011.6 1012 12 51.4 33 11.4 180 11

provide a good approximation. By considering up to the first
order expansion of Eq. (3), for the values |q − 1|  1 it
becomes

f q = 1

e(E−μ)/T + ξ
+ q − 1

2

[(E − μ) /T ]2 e(E−μ)/T

[

e(E−μ)/T + ξ
]2 .

(23)

Thus, the distributions of particles and antiparticles from
Eq. (23) approximately equal to

f q = A + Bμ + O(μ2), (24)

f
q = A − Bμ + O(μ2), (25)

where constants A and B are independent of μ. As the zero-
order distributions are equal, they are not taken into account
in nqi −nqi , although the first orders are taken into account in
nqi − nqi . So, by definition a new constant, C , as a function
of constant B we can obtain

nqi − nqi = Cμ. (26)

Then, by dividing the last equation by sq , we can obtain a
relation between the chemical potential and the asymmetry

Yq = C

sq
μ. (27)

At last, one can multiply both side of Eq. (22) to C
sq , and

obtain

Yq
B = 28

79
Yq
B−L . (28)

4 Numerical results

In this section, before we numerically solve the obtained evo-
lution equations we would parameterize the Yukawa matrix
in the Casas-Ibarra way for three RHNs [41]

y = −iU
√
mRT (ω1, ω2, ω3)

√
M

√
2

v
, (29)

where v = 246 GeV denotes the Higgs expectation value. m
is the diagonal mass matrix of the light neutrino and U is the
unitary neutrino mixing matrix known as the PMNS matrix

Fig. 5 Evolution of |Yq
B−L | for some q values

(Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata matrix). The PMNS
parameters and mass splits of active neutrinos considering
the normal hierarchy of the masses are taken from NuFIT
5.2 with Super-Kamiokande atmospheric data [42]. Although
there is a substantial error in the Dirac phase, we choose the
NuFIT reported best fit, which is 232◦. Note that there are
also two phases of Majorana: α21 and α31, which can take
values between 0 and 4π . Here, we neglect the Majorana
phases as there is no experimental approach to determine
these.

Moreover, M is a diagonal matrix of the RHNs masses.
Finally, R(ω1, ω2, ω3) is a generic three-dimensional orthog-
onal complex matrix generated via three complex angles
ωi ≡ xi + iyi . It is expressed in the following form like
the PMNS matrix,

R =
⎛

⎝

1 0 0
0 cω1 sω1

0 −sω1 cω1

⎞

⎠

⎛

⎝

cω2 0 sω2

0 1 0
−sω2 0 cω2

⎞

⎠

⎛

⎝

cω3 sω3 0
−sω3 cω3 0

0 0 1

⎞

⎠ ,

(30)

where cωi = cos ωi and sωi = sin ωi . In summary, there are
ten free parameters in the theory. They are listed in Tab. 1
along with their values considered in this work.

Now, we want to numerically solve the obtained evolution
equations simultaneously from the starting point z0 = 10−1

to the electroweak phase transition with zero initial asym-
metries. By solving the evolution equations, we present the
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Fig. 6 Valid region for q and M1 parameter space with 5% deviation
from Y obs

B

numerical solutions of Yq
B−L in Fig. 5. The initial condi-

tions for the different values of q are shown in the figure.
Through the selection of this parameter space, it has been
determined that for values of q < 1.2, we are in the strong
washout regime, characterized by �1 > Hq(T = M1). In
this regime, the result is independent of Yq

N1
(z0) [38]. There-

fore, under the assumption of Yq
N1

(z0) = 0, Fig. 5 shows that
compared to the standard approach, for q < 1, the gener-
ated Yq

B−L is more, while for q > 1, the generated Yq
B−L

is less. These results are consistent with the discussion in
Sect. 3.3. Indeed, for q < 1 as opposite to q > 1, delayed
production of asymmetry arises from the delayed rising of
the decay parameter which is shown in Fig. 3 and washout
becoming unimportance arises from the moving of maxi-
mum point of washout parameter to high energies which
is shown in Fig. 4. Finally, we can convert the generated
Yq
B−L near the electroweak phase transition to baryon asym-

metry using Eq. (28). In Fig. 6, we investigate the parameter
space allowed M1 and q considering M2 = M1 × 100.6 and
M3 = M1 ×101 to generate the baryon asymmetry observed
in the electroweak phase transition via leptogenesis, using
both standard and nonextensive statistical mechanics. Thus,
considering the values of q < 1, one can reduce the RHN
mass required to generate the expected baryon asymmetry.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we review the impact of nonextensive Tsal-
lis statistical mechanics on cosmology and then examine
its effect on thermal leptogenesis. The study found that the
nonextensive Tsallis statistical mechanics can affect the pro-
duction of baryon asymmetry in thermal leptogenesis by

modifying the equilibrium abundance of particles, decay, and
washout parameters. Indeed, we indicate that the washout
parameter for q < 1 cases is feeble, so the CP violation is
stronger and the generated baryon asymmetry is greater than
the standard one. We also demonstrate that the numerical
solution of the evolution equations agrees with this argu-
ment. Finally, we emphasize that the RHN mass scale can be
reduced with q < 1 values. In contrast, if future works can
constrain q > 1, thermal leptogenesis requires a larger M1

than the standard.
Using nonextensive Tsallis statistical mechanics in other

baryogenesis scenarios, especially modern leptogenesis sce-
narios in future studies may offer new insights into baryon
asymmetry production.
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